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Teach Them Diligently to Your Children: Jewish Ritual and Music

Dr. David Schleider, chair of the Choral Program at the School of Music and Religion and philosophy bibliographer Rachel Leval-Mor join Fred McKeown and Tammy Aligned to discuss a month-long celebration of Jewish musical heritage at ASU.

Ways of Happiness, Paths of Peace

The series focuses on the music of Leonard Bernstein and Ernest Bloch, culminating in a performance of Bernstein’s Jeremiah Symphony and Bloch’s Sacred Service on April 26 featuring the combined forces of three ASU choirs, the ASU Symphony, and faculty soloists. The series includes chamber music concerts, lectures, films, a library exhibition, and a symposium in addition to the final concert.

Each year the School of Music hosts a concert combining the choir and symphony. This year the focal point of the events are Bloch and Bernstein.

In the podcast we discuss items in the exhibit, such as traditional and popular “living” items provided by David from his own family, including his father’s prayer shawls and tallit. We also hear about the music of Bloch and Bernstein and provide interesting mini-biographies on Ernest Bloch (1880-1950). The highly engaging conversation not only talks about the events here at the music...
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An Evening with Leslie Marmon Silko

by ASU Libraries

11 months ago

Internationally acclaimed author Leslie Marmon Silko, Laguna Pueblo, delivers the fall Simon Ortiz and Labriola Center Lecture on Indigenous Land, Culture, and Community, at Phoenix’s Heard Museum. This semi-annual lecture series is held through a partnership between the Heard Museum and Arizona State University.

Silko delivers a relaxed, informal presentation as she reads from her forthcoming memoir, Turquoise Ledge.

Silko is best known for her universally-praised novel Ceremony, which was first published in 1977 to rave reviews. It continues to be the American Indian novel most often set on college and university syllabi, and is one of the few individual works by any Native author to have received book-length critical assessments. Ceremony's message of healing and reconciliation between races and people resonates with both Native and non-Native readers to this day.
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Library One Search retrieves many articles, books, and other resources from the ASU Libraries' collection. [About the Library One Search](

**Subject and Course Guides (LibGuides)**

LibGuides - Guides to finding the best resources on a subject or a specific course. [Find a subject librarian](

**Most Used Resources**

- ABI/Inform
- Academic Search Premier
- CINAHL
- Dissertations & Theses
- Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)
- ERIC
- Google Scholar
- JSTOR
- LexisNexis Academic

- MDConsult
- Medline (Ovid)
- Naxos Music Library
- netlibrary
- Psycinfo
- PubMed
- Refworks
- Web of Science
- WorldCat (OCLC FirstSearch)
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Shelter and the Storm: Agnes Smedley at Yaddo (Podcast)

February 13, 2009 - Hayden Library Times

Curator Karrin Porter Brace talks with Fred McMillan about the new exhibit Shelter and the Storm: Agnes Smedley at Yaddo located on the 4th floor of Hayden Library. The exhibit, drawn from University Archives material, reviews the life and the controversy of ASU Alumna Agnes Smedley, advocate for the oppressed, radical, war correspondent, and spy. Agnes Smedley had the longest residency at the artists' colony Yaddo in Saratoga Springs, NY.

Highlights of the program include information on Yaddo, Agnes's travels to China and South Asia, her failed attempt at Chinese citizenship, accusations of espionage by General Charles A. Willoughby, and her burial in Beijing.

Resource links:
- The exhibit is on display through the end of the Spring 2009 semester and concurrent exhibits about Yaddo and its other noted artists-in-residence can be found at the New York Public Library, Harvard University's Houghton Library, University of Library, and Stanford University Library.
- For more information please see:
  - Daughter of Earth: Agnes Smedley Online Exhibit
  - The Lives of Agnes Smedley by Ruth Price
  - Agnes Smedley, the life and times of an American radical by Janice R. MacKinnon and Stephen R. MacKinnon
  - Agnes Smedley manuscript collection
  - Daughter of earth: a novel by Agnes Smedley

Host:
- Fred McMillan

Guest:
- Karrin Porter Brace

Episode 90
Running Time: 24:38

Recently tweeted:
- ASULibraries: Hey - we changed our name! @asulibraries is our new twitter name. Same great news & information from the ASU Libraries. February 4, 2011
- LibraryChannel: Good news: IEEE Xplore is now available again. We apologize for any inconvenience this outage has caused. February 2, 2011
- LibraryChannel: RT @SustainP: ASU library has posted a nice blurb for P Summit and #Phosphorus in general: http://libguides.asu.edu/content.php?pid=44 ... February 2, 2011
- LibraryChannel: IEEE Xplore is currently unavailable due to the big snowstorm on the east coast. They are working on it, so stay tuned! January 31, 2011
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Jabez LeBret on Double Vision Podcast
November 2, 2010 at 12:37 pm
I was recently speaking at an all artist event in Seattle and quoted this podcast a few times…just wanted to say great job! and Thanks

Comment by JulietLD09 via Twitter February 6, 2011
Just added @asulibraries add em if you need help w books and such

Comment on The Mighty Marching Sun Devils (Podcast) by Eveyette Mendoza
November 16, 2009 2:12 PM
cool cool info.

Comment on Library Minute: Tunes for Finals by Sam Rios
December 13, 2009 via Twitter
I didn’t even know about this! I happen to be going to the library now and I am going to make a play-list. Thanks!

Jabez LeBret on Double Vision Podcast
November 2, 2010 at 12:37 pm
I was recently speaking at an all artist event in Seattle and quoted this podcast a few times…just wanted to say great job! and Thanks
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